We present the results of a binary population study in the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC) using archival Hubble Space Telescope (HST) data obtained with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) in Johnson V filter (HST Proposal 10246, PI M. Robberto). Young clusters and associations hold clues to the origin and properties of multiple star systems. Binaries with separations < 100 AU are useful as tracers of the initial binary population since they are not as likely to be destroyed through dynamical interactions. Low mass, low stellar density star-forming regions such as Taurus-Auriga, reveal an excess of multiples compared to the Galactic Field. Studying the binary population of higher mass, higher stellar density star-forming regions like the ONC provides useful information concerning the origin of the Galactic Field star population. In this survey, we characterize the previously unexplored (and incomplete) separation parameter space of binaries in the ONC (15 -160 AU) by fitting a double-PSF model built from empirical PSFs. We identified 14 candidate binaries (11 new detections) and find that 8 +4% −2% of our observed sample are in binary systems, complete over mass ratios and separations of 0.6 < q < 1.0 and 30 < a < 160 AU. This is consistent with the Galactic Field M-dwarf population over the same parameter ranges, 6.5% ± 3%. Therefore, high mass star forming regions like the ONC would not require further dynamical evolution for their binary population to resemble the Galactic Field, as some models have hypothesized for young clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Multiplicity is a common outcome of star formation that impacts stellar evolution, planet formation, and the eventual makeup of the Galactic Field population. Binary systems form when the stars themselves form, through disk fragmentation (Adams et al. 1989; Bonnell & Bate 1994) and turbulent fragmentation (Goodwin et al. 2004; Offner et al. 2010) . By studying young, star-forming regions, we can identify the properties of primordial binary populations. These populations can help us put constraints on how binaries form as well as how they evolve with time due to processes like dynamical interactions. Stars tend to form in clusters or associations and by studying diverse star forming regions, we can search for differences in binary populations as a function of various environmental properties such as cluster size and stellar density.
Many surveys have been carried out in the nearest young associations in order to probe their binary populations. Surveys of Taurus-Auriga, Ophiuchus-Scorpius, Chameleon, Lupus, and Corona Australis all find evidence for an excess in binary frequency of these star forming regions when compared to the Galactic Field population (Ghez et al. 1993; Leinert et al. 1993; Simon et al. 1995; Ghez et al. 1997; Brandner et al. 1996; Reipurth & Zinnecker 1993) . In one of the most complete binary surveys of a young association, Kraus et al. (2011) found that Taurus-Auriga has an excess of companions around low mass stars with separations 3 -5000 AU compared to the Galactic Field population.
These binary excesses have led to the speculation that many stars could form as multiple systems where a large fraction of these binaries could be destroyed through dynamical evolution (Horton et al. 2001; Kroupa 1995) . Importantly, all of these young associations have low stellar densities ( ∼ 10 1.5 -10 3 pc −3 , see Liu et al. 2003) which could allow for an excess in wide binaries that are not destroyed through dynamical evolution. Previous analyses of young star forming regions provide evidence for a larger number of wide binaries in lower stellar density regions compared to higher stellar density regions (Simon 1997; Kraus & Hillenbrand 2008) . As suggested by Patience et al. (2002) , low stellar density regions could contribute more wide binaries to the Galactic Field population than higher stellar density regions like the Orion Nebula Cluster (ONC), ( ∼ 10 4.5 pc −3 , see Liu et al. 2003) , which could contribute more binaries with separations 100s AU, while even higher density regions (e.g. Westerlund 1, ∼ 10 5 pc −3 ) could contribute more of the tight binaries. The Galactic Field binary properties would then be an average with respect to the contribution of each type of star formation environment.
The ONC is the nearest high mass star forming region at ∼ 400 pc (Großschedl et al. 2018) , and thus the ideal location to study the primordial binary population over a broad range of separations in a more dense environment than the nearby young associations. It has also been extensively observed through the Hubble Space Telescope Treasury Program (Robberto et al. 2013 ) using the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS), granting us access to a large survey area with high angular resolution (a diffraction limit of ∼ 0.06").
Previous surveys have attempted to characterize the binary population of the ONC. A direct imaging survey (Reipurth et al. 2007 ) using ACS/WFC on HST was sensitive from 67.5 -675 AU, but used the H α narrow band filter, making it difficult to estimate masses. Other surveys, like Kounkel et al. (2016b) , searched for companions around protostars and pre-main-sequence stars and were sensitive to companions between 100 -1000 AU. A radial velocity survey by Kounkel et al. (2016a) searched for companions around primary stars with temperatures ≥ 4000 K and were ∼ 20% complete out to 4 AU and 5% complete out to 10 AU.
An adaptive optics (AO) survey of the ONC by Köhler et al. (2006) achieved minimum separations of 60 AU and was sensitive to mass ratios down to 0.4 for separations 160-500 AU. The most recent survey of the ONC was carried out by Duchêne et al. (2018) with AO and is sensitive over separations 10 -60 AU. Their sample of 42 sources mostly consisted of solar-type stars, and had 11 M-stars, masses < 0.6 M . Low mass stars (< 0.6 M ) dominate the stellar population of the ONC in both total mass and number, and therefore play an important role in dynamical evolution. It follows that a much larger sample of M-stars is necessary to determine if an excess in companion frequency is typical of most star forming regions as seen in Taurus-Auriga and other low density associations which are also dominated by low mass stars. The HST Treasury Program of the ONC has the sensitivity to observe low mass M-stars and, with PSF-fitting, e.g. Garcia et al. (2015) , identify companions at separations between 15 -160 AU, a parameter space previously unexplored and incomplete for low mass stars.
In Section 2, we describe the ONC sample, our PSFfitting model, and the sensitivity of our survey. In Section 3, we present our discovered binaries as well as the comparison to the Galactic Field population. Section 4 lays out the comparisons of the ONC binary population to that of Taurus-Auriga and previous ONC surveys in addition to discussing the implications of this survey. In Section 5, we summarize our conclusions.
METHODS

The Data
We downloaded broadband data from the Treasury Program of the Orion Nebula Cluster (GO program 10246, PI: M. Robberto) from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) archive. Our analysis utilizes the data taken in the F555W filter (Johnson V band) with the Advanced Camera for Surveys in the Wide Field Channel mode (ACS/WFC) over a series of 104 orbits during Cycle 13. ACS has a plate scale of 0.05"/pixel. The Treasury Program survey covered ∼ 600 square arcminutes where most of the area appears in at least two separate exposures, each with an integration time of 385s. From these data, we analyzed cluster members that fit the selection criteria described in Sec. 2.3. A detailed explanation of observations and data reduction can be found in Robberto et al. (2013) .
The Model
We now describe how we implemented empirical PSFfitting to potential binaries. Anderson & King (2000 ; Anderson & King (2004 , hereafter AK06, developed 90 empirically derived PSFs per filter for ACS/WFC, which enable accurate astrometry of ∼ 0.5 mas (0.01 pixels). AK06 produced a PSF library which describes the shape of the PSF as a function of loca-tion on the ACS detector. These PSFs are 4x supersampled where the 100x100 pixel array of each PSF corresponds to a 25x25 pixel array on the ACS detector. As described in AK06, when fitting a PSF to the data, the value of each pixel in the fit is a result of a bicubic interpolation of the super-sampled empirical PSF. In conjunction with this interpolation, the final PSF fit is derived from a linear combination of the four nearest PSFs that are weighted based on proximity to the center of the source in question. Additionally, AK06 include a PSF perturbation function which alters the shape of the empirical-PSF models based on the PSFs of the brightest sources in an individual data image. This procedure mitigates the effects of changes in focus and instabilities in pointing which can cause the PSF to deviate from the average over time.
We used the interpolation method of AK06 to make a double-PSF model with their position-dependent empirical PSFs to directly detect binary systems down to separations 60% of the diffraction limit (∼ 0.06" for the F555W filter on HST). The companion PSF is defined by its relative location from the center of the primary source and the difference in brightness between the two sources. Our complete binary model has six parameters:
x and y position of the center of the primary, combined magnitude of the binary, pixel separation between the centers of the primary and companion PSFs, position angle between the centers of the primary and companion PSFs, and the difference in magnitude between the primary and companion. Before fitting the model to the data, we subtract off the mean background around the source inside an annulus with an inner radius of 8 pixels and an outer radius of 14 pixels. See Sec. 2.5 for a discussion of the limitations of our model in a spatially-varying background environment. To determine a best fit binary model to any input source, we fit the binary model to the backgroundsubtracted 17x17 pixel stamp of the data where our algorithm first uses a coarse grid search to identify a region of parameter space where our model returns the best fit. Then by defining this result as the initial guess, we use the IDL downhill simplex function, AMOEBA (Press et al. 2007 ), which incorporates a series of reflections, expansions, and contractions, to minimize the chi squared test statistic. We calculated the reduced chi squared test statistic of each source by summing the chi squared statistic over each pixel in a 17 x 17 pixel stamp:
Here, the total error per pixel was the summed in quadrature errors of the source photon noise, the stan-dard deviation in the background, the error in the mean of the background, the dark current, and the read noise as seen in Eq. 2. We added an additional 2% noise floor, defined as 2% of the flux in a given pixel, to the source photon noise in order to account for the error in the PSF models.
Our algorithm will always find a "best fit" to any source. Whether the source in question is truly a binary depends on the sensitivity of our model for the particular S/N of the source. Our algorithm can converge to a fit that has large differences in magnitude between the primary and potential companion which would correspond to a companion indistinguishable from background noise. Those binary fits are rejected as they fall outside the sensitivity range, defined in Sec. 2.4, and therefore are classified as singles.
The Sample
We adopted our input target list from Da Rio et al. Cottaar et al. (2014) . Their procedure estimated the T ef f , extinction, age, and other stellar parameters.
From this list of ONC members, we made sample cuts for sources that were detectable, below a threshold pixel value, and appeared in the area covered by the HST Treasury Program of the ONC. To set our pixel value threshold, we fit our model to known binaries in the data, identified by Reipurth et al. (2007) . Above the peak pixel value of 29,000, the PSF quality became an issue in fitting the binary model to known sources. Therefore, we set a cutoff at this peak value, giving us 135 sources. Next, we mandated that the mass of each source (as estimated by Da Rio et al. 2016) be < 0.6 M in order to define a low mass sample since binary properties (such as projected separation) depend on primary mass, e.g. Janson et al. (2012) , Raghavan et al. (2010 ), De Rosa et al. (2014 . This cut resulted in 113 sources.
After running our double-PSF binary model on all 113 sources, the chi squared values of the total sample followed a chi squared distribution of a six-parameter model. We set the cutoff chi squared value equal to where the p-value equals 0.1 (χ 2 ν = 1.774). Below this value, we do not reject the null hypothesis of the data coming from a chi squared distributed sample. Therefore, the binary fits accurately model the PSF of the sources. Our last cut resulted in a sample of 101 unique sources, all of which can be described as Pre-Main Sequence (PMS) M-stars.
There seemed to be four types of sources that were excluded from our sample based on the goodness of fit criteria (χ 2 ν cutoff). First, potential triples would return a high χ 2 ν as the flux from the tertiary star would make the residuals high. Next, sources in regions of high nebulosity could also return a high χ 2 ν as the residuals could remain very high. Also, sources that only appear in one image could return a high χ 2 ν if a cosmic ray hit the detector at the exact location as the source. This would cause the structure of the perceived PSF to be very different from the model and result in a poor fit. These three possibilities are discussed further in Sec. 2.5. Lastly, very high S/N sources were excluded as their PSF structure is less well-defined and result in high χ 2 ν .
Completeness
In order to distinguish between a real binary and a false positive result from our algorithm, we had to determine the sensitivity of our method. This is a function of separation and difference in magnitude, as well as S/N of each source. We created artificial binaries from the PSF models of AK06 based on the location of the source. To create the companion source, we add another PSF at the defined location and with the specified flux ratio relative to the primary. To mimic a background environment, we add Poisson noise to each pixel until the artificial binary was at the desired S/N.
Since the data on ACS/WFC is under-sampled, interpolation of the data to create sub-pixel shifts in the PSF would change the distribution of flux in each pixel and introduce more error. The PSF models of AK06 are super-sampled, and we can create artificial binaries at sub-pixel separations from the models instead of resampling the data. This allows us to accurately replicate the PSF of a binary system without losing information about the PSF if we interpolated the real data. We created binaries at multiple separations, random position angles, and differences in magnitude depending on the desired S/N of the sample.
The S/N ratio of each source was calculated with the following equation over all pixels in the 17x17 pixel Each completeness map is color-coded based on the percent of artificial binaries recovered by our algorithm. False positives are displayed as the black circles in the images. The contrast sensitivity flattens out at further separations as the companion PSF is completely separate from the primary PSF and the sensitivity becomes background limited.
stamp that encompassed each source where the error is the same as described in Sec. 2.2:
The magnitude bins we sampled were dependent on the S/N. For all S/N completeness maps, we sampled pixel separations = 1.0 -4.0 in steps of 0.5 pixels. For S/N = 21, 35, and 60, we also sampled pixel separations = 0.6 and 0.8 pixels. For S/N = 90, 113, and 135, we also sampled pixel separations = 0.5 and 0.8 pixels. For separations 1.5 -4.0 pixels, the magnitude bin size was generally 0.25 mag. For pixel separations ≤ 1.0 pixel, the magnitude bin size was between 0.4 -0.75 mags depending on the S/N. Every binary was made at a random position angle with Poisson noise added until the S/N reached the desired level. We created 500 binaries in each bin for each S/N and ran the double-PSF code on these sources. If the output pixel separation was within 0.2 pixels of the known separation and the output difference in magnitude was within 0.2 mags of the known difference in magnitude, then that source would be defined as recovered. After fitting all the artificial binaries with our double-PSF algorithm, we determined the recovery rates of our method as a function of S/N, separation, and contrast, e.g. Fig. 1 .
For companions at the same pixel separation, it is assumed that the recovery rate of a smaller difference in magnitude companion (e.g. 0 mag) is at least equal to that of a larger difference in magnitude companion (e.g. 3 mag). Similarly, the recovery rate of larger separation companions (e.g. 4 pixels) can be assumed to be at least equal to that of smaller separation companions (e.g. 1 pixel) for the same difference in magnitude. We constructed completeness maps based on these recovery rates by interpolating between the bins over the 2D surface of separation and difference in magnitude. As a check on our method, we created integer-separation binaries constructed from real data and obtained completeness maps consistent with the completeness maps obtained from using the empirical PSF models.
We have created seven completeness maps for S/N = 13, 21, 35, 60, 90, 113, and 135, three of which are shown in Fig.1 . To determine the contrast achievable for each source, we assume that the sensitivity of our code on a given source will be at least as good as the nearest completeness map with a lower or equal S/N than the source. These completeness maps from lowest to high S/N were assigned to 17, 11, 18, 15, 12, 14 , and 14 sources (totaling 101) respectively.
We define a recovery rate of 90% (see Fig. 1 ) as the threshold for a candidate binary detection. This limit allows us to both be confident in the ability of the code to recover the parameters of the binary fit and put a constraint on potential false negative reporting from the code, i.e. ≤ 10% of real binaries that exist in the 90% recovery rate area would not be detected. The completeness maps follow the expected trend that our algorithm achieves greater overall contrast for higher S/N primaries as well as resolves companions at smaller separations compared to low S/N primaries.
Limitations of the Model
We recognize that there are limits to the application of this code for multiplicity surveys. The most obvious and important limitation is that our model cannot detect triple or higher order systems. A true visual triple system would produce high residuals when fit with our model. Such systems are outside the scope of our study.
An additional complication of our model comes in regions of high, structured background. The residual background in the data will decrease the S/N and can potentially mask the existence of a companion. This is especially important in the centers of young, starforming regions. Future work refining our model will include fitting a 2D surface to local background in order to mitigate the effects of nebulosity, resulting in better fits for those particular sources in structured background environments.
Lastly, some of the sources in our sample were only found in one frame. It is possible that a cosmic ray could have hit the detector at the same location as the source or the candidate companion. This effect would result in a poor fit because the observed structure of the PSF would be altered by the cosmic ray and poorly fit with the PSF models. This is unlikely to have impacted our survey.
RESULTS
Detections
Our sample consists of 101 ONC members that meet the selection criteria defined in Sec. 2.3 and are all classified as M-type stars. After fitting our model to each source, 14 had companions that were found within the recovery limits shown in Fig. 1 with a χ 2 ν < 1.774. Of these 14, 3 were previously detected by Reipurth et al. (2007) while 11 are new detections. See Fig. 2 for images of the candidate binaries. Fig. 3 displays the output parameters of the candidate binaries compared to four example contrast curves of different S/N. In Table 1 , we show the derived masses, mass ratios, projected separations, position angle, and output difference in magnitude (F555W filter) of each detected binary. The projected separation was calculated assuming a distance of 400 pc to each source, determined using GAIA data by Großschedl et al. (2018) . We cannot calculate distances to individual binaries using GAIA parallax measurements because we do not know the orientation of the orbit of the companions which can have a substantial effect on the parallax signal. The mass ratio is defined as the mass of the secondary divided by the mass of the primary. To estimate masses, we used the ages and extinctions of each source (Da Rio et al. 2016 ) and the isochrones defined in Bell et al. (2014) to determine masses (derived from BT-Settl atmospheres, Allard et. al 2011), assuming the extinction and age of the companion is equal to that of the primary. In addition, we do not account for the possibility of excess accretion luminosity impacting the flux of either component.
Completeness Limits
As seen in Fig. 1 , our method is effective in recovering similar-brightness companions at separations down to 0.7 pixels (below the diffraction limit of HST) for a source with S/N = 135 and down to ∼ 1.9 pixels for a source with S/N = 13. The completeness maps follow the expected trend that our algorithm achieves greater contrast around higher S/N sources. For the highest S/N primaries (135), our method can recover companions with a difference in magnitude of ∼ 3.25 mags beginning at a separation of 1.5 pixels. For primaries with S/N = 21, our method can recover companions with a difference in magnitude of ∼ 1.7 mags beginning at a separation of 2 pixels.
False Positives
While the completeness map tests the region over which our algorithm will recover binaries, we must also take into account the possibility that our algorithm will recover false positives corresponding to a binary fit to a single star that returns a good fit. If these were found to be common in regions of high completeness, then it would be crucial to calculate the probability that a recovered binary was a false positive.
To explore this, we created 2400 single stars for each S/N from the empirical PSF models and added Poisson noise to mimic the background environment. We then ran our algorithm and analyzed the output parameters of the fits to these singles. In Fig. 1 , we plot the binary fit outputs to these single stars (labeled 'False Positives'). All of the false positives fall significantly outside of the 90% completeness level, regardless of S/N, and are not confused with detected binaries.
Chance Alignment Binaries
We must also calculate the expected number of companions that are not true (bound) companions, but chance alignments from field stars or other ONC members. We exclude background stars because there is a wall of high extinction behind the ONC that blocks the vast majority of possible background contamination (Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998) .
To calculate the expected number of foreground contaminants over our field of view, we calculate the volume of space between us and an individual source and multiply by the number density of field stars near the Sun.
We limit our search to companions at a separation of 160 AU from the primary star. The volume of space between us and a single source in our sample that a foreground contaminant could occupy is a cone with radius 160 AU and height 400 pc (distance to the ONC), equal to 2.5 x 10 −4 pc 3 . From Kounkel et al. (2018) and Kipper et al. (2018) , the stellar number density in the solar neighborhood is ∼ 0.3 stars/pc 3 . Multiplying the stellar number density by the space volume to a single source and then multiplying by the number of sources in our survey, the total expected number of chance alignments as a result of the solar neighborhood is 7.6 x 10 −5 stars per source.
We must also calculate the number of chance alignments due to members in the ONC. Reipurth et al. (2007) defined the stellar surface density in the ONC as a function of distance from θ 1 Ori C, an exponentially decreasing function with distance. If we assume the surface density of the entire region is equal to that of the distance to the binary detected closest to θ 1 Ori C, i.e. the worst case scenario, the stellar surface density is 11 stars/arcmin 2 . We search for companions within a circle of radius 160 AU, area of 8.0 x 10 4 AU 2 . Assuming a distance of 400 pc to the ONC, we expect the number of contaminants per source from the ONC to be 0.0015 stars. Therefore, we expect that none of our detected companions are line of sight companions, and that they are probably bound companions.
Comparison to the Galactic Field
In order to compare our results to that of the Galactic Field, we must identify a sub-sample of our 101 sources for which we can detect companions over a common mass ratio and separation range. We calculate the maximum magnitude difference at 1.5 pixel separation for all sources in order to attain both high contrast and retain a majority of our original 101 source sample. From each magnitude difference, we used the ages of each source (Da Rio et al. 2016 ) and the isochrones defined in Bell et al. (2014) as described in Sec. 2.3 to determine minimum masses (derived from BT-Settl atmospheres, Allard et al. 2011) of the companion detectable for each source. The minimum mass ratio sensitivity is then defined as the minimum detectable companion mass divided by the mass of the primary. We require every source to be sensitive to companions that result in a mass ratio of at least 0.6 at a separation of 1.5 pixels (30 AU). This cut results in a sample of 75 sources, 6 of which had companions between mass ratios of 0.6 -1 and projected separations 30 -160 AU (1.5 -8 pixels), resulting in a companion frequency of 8 +4% −2% . Errors on the companion frequency are estimated from Binomial statistics where we define the upper and lower bounds based on the 68% confidence range of the Binomial distribution (of Burgasser et al. 2003) .
We utilized surveys of M-dwarfs in the Galactic Field to define the known binary population and predict an expected outcome of a survey sensitive over the same separation range and mass ratio range as ours.
First, we define the mass ratio (q) distribution using the functional form from Reggiani & Meyer (2013) :
where β = 0.25 ± 0.29, appropriate for M-type stars. Then, we define the surface density distribution as a log-normal distribution with the observed mean and sigma values from 
Additionally, we have to normalize the product of the integrals of these functions (Eq. 6) based on the companion frequency results of an M-star survey. The Janson et al. (2012) results gave a companion frequency (CF) of 17% ± 3% over q = 0.6 -1 and a = 3 -227 AU. We use those values to determine the coefficient of integration, C n , for the following relation:
These functional forms are integrated over q = 0.6 -1 and a = 30 -160 AU to return the expected companion frequency. This yields an expected companion frequency of the Galactic Field of 6.5% ± 3% 1 . We conclude 1 After integrating the functional form over 1σ differences in β and the normalization companion frequency, the expected Galactic Field companion frequency changes by only 1%. Thus, the ONC binary population is still consistent with the Galactic Field with a difference of <1σ. Table 1 . Candidate binaries with masses (M ), mass ratios (q), projected separations, position angles in degrees, and difference in magnitude (F555W filter) between primary and secondary. To estimate masses, we used the ages and extinctions of each source (Da Rio et al. 2016 ) and the isochrones defined in Bell et al. (2014) to determine masses, derived from BT-Settl atmospheres of Allard et al. (2011) . We assumed a distance of 400 pc to calculate projected separations (Großschedl et al. 2018 that the binary star population of the ONC, 8 +4% −2% , is consistent with that of the Galactic Field for low-mass stars 0.1 -0.6 M over mass ratios 0.6 -1 and separations 30 -160 AU.
DISCUSSION
Comparison to Taurus
Previous studies of low-mass star forming regions, like Taurus-Auriga, have shown an excess of companion systems compared to the Galactic Field population. After completeness corrections provided by Bayesian analysis, Kraus et al. (2011) find a companion frequency of 79 +12% −11% over separations 3 -5000 AU and over all mass ratios (q = 0 -1) for their low-mass star sample of mass 0.25 -0.7 M . In order to compare this survey to ours, we restricted the Taurus parent population and our ONC parent population to primaries with 0.25 M < M < 0.6 M (their minimum mass and our maximum mass, respectively). Then, we consider only binaries with q = 0.6 -1 and separation = 30 -160 AU. This process left us with 74 members and 11 binaries in Taurus and 46 members and 3 binaries in the ONC. Therefore, over our sensitivity range, we calculate a companion frequency in Taurus of 15 +5% −3% and in our sample of the ONC of 6.5 +6% −2% , a difference of only 1.3σ. A larger sample or expanding the parameter space in the survey could demonstrate a statistically significant difference between the binary populations of Taurus and the ONC. As stated in Sec. 3.4, the expected companion frequency of the Galactic Field over the same range of parameters is 6.5% ± 3%. This reveals a higher companion frequency in Taurus compared to the Galactic Field, at the 2.0σ level. Kraus et al. (2011) found a more significant binary excess (3σ compared to our Galactic Field model) as they had more sources and covered a larger parameter space in q and separation.
Comparison to Previous ONC Surveys
Previous surveys have studied the binary population of the ONC. Reipurth et al. (2007) assessed the binary population of the ONC using ACS during HST Proposal 9825 (PI: J. Bally). Their survey achieved separations down to a minimum of 67.5 AU, using the narrow band H α filter to detect companions. Determining mass ratios from H α flux ratios is difficult since young stars typically emit in H α due to accretion from the circumstellar disk, chromospheric emission, and often suffer contamination from highly structured nebular background. Kounkel et al. (2016b) carried out a direct imaging survey of the ONC using HST. They observed both protostars and pre-main-sequence stars with NICMOS and WFC3, achieving separations of 100 -1000 AU (0.25 -2.5" for the ONC). They state that the masses of both the primaries and companions have not been determined, and thus we cannot directly compare their survey to ours.
A recent spectroscopic survey in the ONC by Kounkel et al. (2016a) uses radial velocities to find tight binaries (< 10 AU). They are ∼ 20% complete out to 4 AU and 5% complete out to 10 AU. They calculate mass ratios for two of their binaries which are the only double-lined spectroscopic binaries in the survey. This survey predominantly deals with sources that have temperatures > 4000 K which are more massive than our sources and therefore not comparable. Köhler et al. (2006) also studied the binary population of the ONC using AO on the Keck II telescope and ESO 3.6m telescope on La Silla. Similar to Reipurth et al. (2007) , they were sensitive to binary separations down to a minimum of 60 AU. They found a companion frequency of 3.8% ± 1.5% for their low-mass star sample. However, their sample was not very sensitive to companions around stars with mass < 2M and appear to achieve a magnitude difference ∆K ∼ 1 at 0.4". Assuming a median age of the cluster of 2 Myr and a primary mass equal to the median mass of their low-mass star sample of 0.3 M (as quoted in their paper), the sensitivity of their survey achieves q down to ∼ 0.4 for separations 165 -500 AU. Using the same calculation stated in Eq. 6, the companion frequency of the ONC over their sensitivity is consistent with the expected Galactic Field companion frequency of 4% ± 3%. Duchêne et al. (2018) surveyed the ONC using groundbased AO-assisted imaging with NACO on VLT/UT4. They had a sample of 42 sources, most of which (31) would have been excluded from our sample because they are > 0.6 M . They quote a minimum companion frequency of 22% as they are not complete for all mass ratios. They conclude that the ONC has an excess of companions compared to the Galactic Field, even for low-mass stars. We can approximate an expected Mdwarf companion frequency of the Galactic Field population based on their separation sensitivity (10 -60 AU) and their quoted magnitude sensitivity (∆K > 2 mags). Assuming a median age of the cluster of 2 Myr, the sensitivity of their survey achieves at least a limiting q = 0.2 for primary masses of 0.1-0.6 M . Using the same calculation stated in Eq. 6, the expected Galactic Field companion frequency is 14% ± 3%, over their sensitivities for primary mass stars < 0.6 M . Their sample contains 11 sources with primary masses < 0.6 M , with 3 identified as candidate binaries. This results in a companion frequency of 27 +16% −9% , higher than the Galactic Field, but only a 1.4σ difference.
It is clear that despite all the work that has been devoted to studying the binary population of the ONC, a complete description (e.g. companion frequency and mass ratio distribution) of the binary population has yet to be established. This is true over the entire parameter space of primary mass, mass ratio, and separation. Much larger samples over a broad range of these parameter spaces are necessary to determine a precise description of the binary population of the ONC for comparison to the Galactic Field.
Implications
Our analysis of the ONC results in a companion frequency that is consistent with that of the Galactic Field M-dwarf population. It has also been shown that the companion frequency of M-stars in Taurus is in excess of that of the Galactic Field population (Kraus et al. 2011) . One of the hypotheses presented to explain the excess of companions in Taurus compared to the Galactic Field is dynamical evolution destroying wide binaries in stellar associations before they dissociate into the Galactic Field, e.g. Marks & Kroupa (2012) . However, Kraus et al. (2011) show that the binary excess for low-mass primaries in Taurus compared to the Galactic Field exists at separations 200 AU. This would mean that closer separation binaries would have to be preferentially destroyed through dynamical interactions in order to decrease the companion frequency. Tighter binaries have larger binding energies and are therefore harder to destroy dynamically. The excess of companions to lowmass primaries in Taurus is difficult to explain through dynamical evolution, especially since Taurus has a low stellar density. Parker & Meyer (2014) offer a different vision for how binary populations evolve. Parker & Meyer (2014) performed N-body simulations to determine the effect of dynamical evolution on binary populations based on primary star mass. They set up two simulations, one where the initial companion frequency was unity with an excess, compared to the Galactic Field, of wide binaries (up to 10,000 AU) and another where the initial companion frequency and binary population parameters were derived from Galactic Field binary population studies based on primary mass. The first test in relatively high stellar density regions did not reproduce the companion frequency found in the Galactic Field. However, the second test showed that the companion frequency for low-mass stars was changed by only a few percent even after allowing for dynamical evolution over 10 Myr, a concept supported by Parker & Goodwin (2011) and Parker & Goodwin (2012) . They conclude that if the initial companion frequency for low-mass stars in dense star clusters ( ∼ 10 3 M /pc 3 ) is the same as observed in the Galactic Field, then dynamical evolution does not destroy too many binaries (especially with separations 100s AU). Perhaps binary system properties are largely set by core fragmentation (Offner et al. 2010 ) and only marginally affected by later dynamical evolution in a cluster. Simon (1997) find that more wide binaries ( 1000 AU) exist in low stellar density star forming regions like Taurus compared to high stellar density regions like the Orion Trapezium. This wide binary excess in low stellar density regions can result from less dynamical processing, whereas higher stellar density regions like the ONC contain less wide binaries due to enhanced dynamical processing. Even denser regions still, like Westerlund 1 (10 5 M /pc 3 ) and Arches (10 5.5 M /pc 3 ) (Clark et al. 2005) , would have significantly fewer wide binaries and could destroy many binaries with separations 100s AU. It is possible that these different stellar density regions all contribute a significant portion of the binaries that exist in the Galactic Field (Lada & Lada 2003) , although the types of binaries these star forming regions preferentially impart to the Galactic Field will depend on stellar density. Based on our results, the ONC would represent a more typical population comparable to that which exists in the Galactic Field than perhaps low density regions like Taurus.
CONCLUSION
We carried out a binary survey of the Orion Nebula Cluster using an automated double-PSF fitting technique. Our combined use of archival HST data and the publicly available PSF models of Anderson & King (2006) provide for an efficient way to cover large survey areas at high spatial resolution. In summary: 1) We have shown that the empirical PSF models of AK06 can be effectively used to identify binaries at angular resolution less than the diffraction limit of HST for the F555W filter, 0.06", for higher S/N sources, on par with recent adaptive optics surveys, e.g. Duchêne et al. (2018) , and 4x higher resolution than previous HST binary surveys, e.g. Reipurth et al. (2007) . Our method provides a complementary approach to groundbased AO studies for discovering companions, while also covering a large survey area.
2) We detected 14 candidate binaries from our total sample of 101 M-stars, 11 new detections and 3 previously detected. The closest binary identified has a separation of 16 AU.
3) Over the mass ratio range of 0.6 -1 and separation range of 30 -160 AU, we observed a companion frequency of 8 +4% −2% in the ONC. This result is consistent with the expected companion frequency of M-dwarfs in the Galactic Field over those same sensitivity ranges, 6.5% ± 3%, a 0.4σ difference. 4) High-mass, high stellar density star forming regions like the ONC do not require further dynamical evolution to shape binary populations into one resembling the Galactic Field. This suggests the ONC may be more typical of the Galactic Field population than low density regions like Taurus.
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